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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate maximum-distance sep-
arable (MDS) codes and weighted graph based coded caching in
fog radio access networks (F-RANs). In the placement phase, the
redundant MDS based coded placement scheme is used to provide
redundant coded packets and homogeneous cached contents. The
redundant coded packets can be used to construct multicast
opportunities for similar requests. In the delivery phase, the
weighted graph based coded delivery scheme is conducted based
on homogeneous cached contents, which can induce considerable
multicast opportunities. By integrating the above two schemes,
a joint MDS codes and weighted graph based coded caching
policy is proposed to minimize the fronthaul load. Finally, we
theoretically analyze the performance of the proposed policy
by deriving the lower and upper bounds of the fronthaul load.
Simulation results show that our proposed policy can provide
44% savings in the fronthaul load compared to the MDS-based
uncoded delivery policy.

Index Terms—Coded caching, fog radio access networks,
maximum-distance separable code, weighted graph.

I. INTRODUCTION

As video consumption has become the mainstream of de-
mands, heavy traffic can happen during the peak periods of
wireless networks, which often leads to network congestion
and poor quality of services (QoS). Although traditional cloud
radio access networks (C-RANs) can provide reliable and
stable services, it is a massive challenge to realize real-time
requests processing and high quality services [1]. Most of all,
the ever increasing mobile data traffic brings tremendous pres-
sure on fronthaul links, which may cause network congestion,
especially at peak periods. In order to alleviate this, fog radio
access networks (F-RANs) have raised widespread attention
[2]–[14]. Fog access points (F-APs) in F-RANs are close to
users and able to improve network congestion as well as QoS
by using edge caching resources [15]. Furthermore, coded
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caching was firstly proposed in [16] and [17] to reduce the
network congestion by elaborately designing the cache content
and content delivery.

Recently, large body of literature has focused on coded
caching from different aspects. In [18], a decentralized asyn-
chronous coded caching scheme was proposed, which estab-
lished the relationship between the coded-multicast contents
in asynchronous and synchronous coded caching. The authors
in [19] derived the upper and lower bounds of the fronthaul
load for the general case where the number of requests during
each time slot is random. An index coding achievable scheme
was proposed in [20] under the constraint that the content was
placed uncoded within the caches. In [21], a new algorithm
based on the perfect match of a bipartite graph was proposed,
which offered full multiplexing as well as full coded-caching
gains to both cache-aided and cache-less users. The use of
coded caching in device-to-device (D2D) system was studied
in [22], which jointly designed the uncoded cache placement
and linear coded D2D delivery to minimize the D2D delivery
load. In [23], the authors pointed out that the coded caching
scheme in [16] may cause privacy issues regarding the cache
contents stored at other users’ caches. Then, a two phase
private caching scheme was proposed to both minimize the
load and preserve the information-theoretic privacy of each
user’s demand. In [24], the authors considered the general
scenario with arbitrary file sizes and cache sizes, and proposed
an optimization framework for decentralized coded caching to
minimize the worst-case and average load. In [25], a joint
storage and proactive caching scheme was proposed, which
jointly exploited MDS-coded storage at the multi-servers, and
uncoded prefetch and coded delivery at the users.

The use of MDS codes in heterogeneous wireless networks
was studied in [26]–[34]. The authors in [26] formulated the
optimal MDS encoding caching scheme as a convex optimiza-
tion problem to minimize the fronthaul rate. A caching strategy
combining file splitting with MDS encoding was proposed
in [27], which can improve the overall energy efficiency.
By designing the number of MDS coded contents cached
at each small base station, the authors in [28] were able
to minimize the power consumption. A deep reinforcement
learning method was proposed in [29], where each F-AP in F-
RANs obtained the number of MDS coded packets for caching
by autonomous learning. An analytical expression for the delay
in downloading contents from wireless networks was derived
in [30], where the authors studied the distributed caching
networks by using MDS codes to reduce the download delay
of wireless content delivery. In [31], the authors utilized an
Markov decision process to capture the popularity dynamics
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and maximize the long term expected cumulative traffic load,
which were served by the small base stations with an MDS
coding based coopreative caching scheme. A novel mobility-
aware content storage and delivery scheme was proposed in
[32], which jointly exploited the MDS coded packets stored
at the small base stations and coded delivery to reduce the
fronthaul rate. In [33], the authors utilized the MDS codes
in the placement phase and utilized the real interference
alignment in the delivery phase to minimize the normalized
delivery time. In [34], a strategy of probabilistic content
caching based on MDS codes was designed, which minimized
the fronthaul rate in the mobile edge caching.

However, the papers mentioned above mainly focus on
designing the cache placement phase by the MDS codes,
but no multicast messages are constructed in the delivery
phase. Hence, an MDS-based coded caching scheme which
can construct multicast messages during the delivery phase
is needed. An interesting idea was proposed in [35], which
used the scheme in [16] to construct multicast messages
and further encoded the multicast messages by MDS codes.
In [36], the authors utilized fountain codes to satisfy the
requests of multiple users for the same file, where fountain
codes are sub-optimal MDS codes. An MDS codes-aided
transmission scheme (MCAT) was proposed in [37], which
constructed multicast opportunities for similar requests by
using the redundancy of MDS codes. In the placement phase,
MCAT lets each F-AP randomly and uniformly store the same
fraction of the most popular N t files. In the delivery phase, it
optimizes the clustering of F-APs and then each cluster serves
one multicast group which is composed of the users requesting
the same files. Nevertheless, the benefits of MDS codes in
fronthaul multicast and cooperative transmissions have not
been well unlocked yet [37]. In [38], we proposed a joint
redundant MDS codes1 and cluster cooperation based coded
caching policy, which utilized the MDS codes in the placement
phase and constructed considerable multicast messages based
on the MDS coded packets during the delivery phase.

Motivated by the aforementioned facts, we in this paper
propose a new MDS based coded caching policy in F-RANs
by taking both MDS codes and coded delivery into account.
The proposed policy combines the construction of multicast
messages, the full utilization of MDS codes properties, and
the cooperative transmission between F-APs in a new way. In
our proposed policy, multicast messages are constructed based
on the redundancy of MDS codes and the homogeneous cache
contents of F-APs.

Our main contributions are summarized below.
1) We propose a redundant MDS based coded placement

scheme, which achieves a homogeneity of the cache
contents among F-APs and stores independent l coded
packets at the cloud server. We show that the homogene-
ity and the l coded packets offers the opportunities to
construct multicast messages for both consistent requests
and inconsistent requests2 during the delivery phase.

1The “redundant MDS” here indicates leveraging the redundancy of MDS
codes to create multicast opportunities.

2We refer to multiple users’ requests for the same file and different files as
consistent requests and inconsistent requests, respectively.

2) We propose a weighted graph based coded delivery
scheme, which can fully utilize the cache contents
among F-APs. We formulate the coded delivery opti-
mization problem to minimize the fronthaul load based
on weighted graph, where for a given graph, the prob-
lem can be transformed into an integer programming
problem.

3) We propose a joint MDS codes and weighted graph
based coded caching policy (JMWG), which can con-
struct considerable multicast messages during the deliv-
ery phase. The proposed policy can construct two kinds
of multicast messages by using the l redundant coded
packets and the cache contents between any two clusters.

4) We analyze the performance of our proposed policy by
deriving the upper and lower bounds of the fronthaul
load. Furthermore, we show through theoretical analysis
that the performance gap between our proposed policy
and its lower bound is extremely small.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system
model is briefly described in Section II. The proposed joint
MDS codes and weighted graph based coded caching policy
and performance analysis are presented in Section III. Nu-
merical results are shown in Section IV. Final conclusions are
drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider the F-RAN as illustrated in Fig. 1, where there
are K F-APs and one wireless cloud server. The cloud server
has access to a library of N files W1,W2, . . . ,Wn, . . . ,WN . The
size of each file is F bits. Let N = {1, 2, . . . , n, . . . ,N} denote
the index set of N files. Let K = {1, 2, . . . , k, . . . ,K} denote
the index set of the considered K F-APs. Each F-AP k has an
isolated cache memory Zk and the size of Zk is M · F bits for
0 < M < N. C clusters are formed based on the geographical
locations of the K F-APs. Each cluster contains S = bK

C c F-

Fig. 1. Illustration of the F-RANs with K = 8, U = C = 2,
S = 4.
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APs and only serves a single user at a time 34. It is easy to see
that K ≥ C ·S . Let C = {1, 2, . . . , c, . . . ,C} denote the index set
of C clusters and Cc the c-th cluster. We assume that the F-APs
in cluster Cc are indexed by {S · (c − 1) + 1, . . . , S · c} ⊂ K .
U users are associated with the F-APs through access links,
where U ≤ C. Let U = {1, 2, . . . , u, . . . ,U} denote the index
set of U users. Without loss of generality, we assume that user
u is served by cluster Cu, where 0 < u ≤ U ≤ C.

The popularities of N files follow a Zipf distribution, and
the popularity of file Wn is defined as:

pn =
1/nα∑N

ñ=1 1/ñα
, (1)

where α is the parameter of the Zipf distribution. Let p =
[p1, p2, . . . , pn, . . . , pN]T denote the popularity vector of the N
files. Without loss of generality, we assume that the elements
in p are in a descending order.

Firstly, we use MDS codes to encode the caching files.
Specifically, file Wn is split into L fragments and each fragment
has F/L bits. Then, we use (K + l,L) MDS codes to encode
the L fragments into K + l coded packets Wn,1,Wn,2, ...,Wn,K+l,
where K + l ≥ L. The l redundant coded packets are used
to construct multicast messages for similar requests in the
delivery phase. The size of each coded packet is the same
as the file fragment. The cloud server has all copies of these
coded packets.

In the placement phase, due to the limitation of each F-
AP’s cache capacity, we take a truncated caching strategy in
this paper. That is, each F-AP selects the coded packets of
the N t most popular files for caching, where 1 ≤ N t ≤ N. The
cache contents of K F-APs are different from each other. Note
that the cache size of each F-AP is M · F bits, and N t ≤ M · L
is needed to satisfy the cache constraint.

In the delivery phase, U users initiate requests for files
in the library. Let d = [d1, d2, . . . , du, . . . , dU]T denote the
request vector of U users, where du ∈ N is the index of file
requested by user u. Based on d, U users can be classified into
U1,U2, . . . ,Un, . . . ,UN , where Un = {u | du = n,∀u ∈ U} de-
notes the index set of users who request file Wn. Furthermore,
Uc = {Un | |Un| ≥ 2,∀n ∈ N} and Ui = {Un | |Un| = 1,∀n ∈
N} are used to represent the index set of users for consistent
requests and inconsistent requests, respectively. Similarly, C
can be classified into C1,C2, . . . ,Cn, . . . ,CN , where Cn =

{Cu | ∀u ∈ Un} denotes the set of served clusters whose users
request file Wn. Furthermore, Cc = {Cn | |Cn| ≥ 2,∀n ∈ N}
and Ci = {Cn | |Cn| = 1,∀n ∈ N} are used to represent the
set of served clusters for consistent requests and inconsistent
requests, respectively.

3To facilitate analysis, we assume that the K F-APs form C non-overlapping
clusters and the cluster size are all the same. In future work, the discussion
of system models with different cluster sizes will be expanded.

4The single-user assumption is only for description convenience. The multi-
user case can also be handled by our proposed scheme, but some simple
modifications should be conducted. Multiple users will result in unbalanced
requests between different clusters. Thus, clusters that previously request files
may not request them again and the number of requests in each cluster may
be distinct, which influences coded multicasting. We think the generalization
from single-user to the multi-user case is not difficult, so we only focus on
the single-user case in our work.

If du ≤ N t, user u can receive S distinct coded packets of
file Wdu from the local cluster Cu. According to the property
of the MDS codes, at least L distinct coded packets are needed
to recover the desirable file. If S ≥ L, user u is able to
recover Wdu without using the fronthaul link. However, if
S < L, user u would need another L−S distinct coded packets
to recover the desirable file. In this case, the cloud server
randomly selects an F-AP in cluster Cu as a relay to transmit
the remaining coded packets to user u. For ease of description,
we use the expression that the cloud server transmits the coded
packets to cluster Cu instead of the cloud server transmits the
coded packets to the corresponding F-AP in cluster Cu. Let
R denote the overall fronthaul load, which is defined as the
size of messages that the cloud server transmits to all clusters
for satisfying all requests. For conventional uncoded delivery
schemes based on the MDS codes, R = U ·max(L − S , 0) · F

L .
The objective of this paper is to find a feasible coded

caching policy to minimize the fronthaul load by utilizing the
optimality of MDS codes in terms of redundancy-reliability
tradeoff and the cache contents between any two clusters. For
convenience, a summary of major notations is presented in
Table I.

III. JOINT MDS CODES AND WEIGHTED GRAPH BASED
CODED CACHING POLICY

In this section, we first propose the redundant MDS based
coded placement scheme and show the construction of multi-
cast messages based on the l redundant coded packets. Then,
we propose the weighted graph based coded delivery scheme
and show the construction of multicast messages based on
the cache contents between any two clusters. Furthermore, the
joint MDS codes and weighted graph based coded caching
policy is proposed to reduce the fronthaul load. Finally,
the performance and complexity of the proposed policy are
analyzed.

A. Redundant MDS Based Coded Placement Scheme

In order to construct multicast opportunities, motivated by
[16], the cache content of each F-AP should be dedicated
designed. The redundant MDS based coded placement scheme
is presented in Algorithm 1: each caching file is encoded into
K + l coded packets, the K coded packets are placed in all
K F-APs, and the l redundant coded packets are stored in the
cloud server without being cached in any F-AP. It is easy to see
that the k-th coded packet of file Wn is placed in F-AP k and
we refer to this correspondence as the homogeneity of cache
contents in F-APs. The construction of multicast messages
based on the l redundant coded packets is presented as follows.

Consider that Un ∈ U
c, Cn ∈ C

c, users in Un request the
same file Wn. If file Wn is cached in F-APs, i.e., n ≤ N t,
the number of distinct coded packets of file Wn cached in the
clusters in Cn is |Cn| · S . Note that the cloud server has all
K + l distinct coded packets of file Wn, so there are other
K + l − |Cn| · S distinct coded packets of file Wn can be used
to offer multicast opportunities for users in Un. It is easy to
see that at most K + l − |Cn| · S multicast messages useful to
|Cn| clusters can be constructed.
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TABLE I. Summary of Major Notations

Notation Defination
N Number of files
K Total Number of F-APs
C Number of clusters
S Number of F-APs in each cluster

Wn File with index n
Zk Cache memory of F-AP k
pn Popularity of file Wn

L Number of fragments each file split into
l Number of redundant coded packets

N t Number of files to encode and cache
du Index of file requested by user u
Un Set of users who request file Wn

Uc,Ui Set of users for consistent requests and inconsistent requests
Cn Set of clusters whose users request file Wn

Cc,Ci Set of clusters for consistent requests and inconsistent requests
G(V,E) Undirected graph with vertices set V and edge set E

D(v) Number of edges incident to vertex v
wi, j Weight of the edge between vertice i and vertice j
W(G) Sum of all weights of graph G
E(G) Number of edges of graph G

By storing the l redundant coded packets at the cloud
server instead of caching at any F-AP, our proposed redundant
MDS based coded placement scheme can provide multicast
opportunities for consistent requests, especially when the
consistency of requests is relatively high. Furthermore, it also
provides homogeneity of cache contents in F-APs, which can
be used to construct multicast messages for both consistent
and inconsistent requests in the delivery phase.

B. Weighted Graph Based Coded Delivery Scheme

In this subsection, we first propose the cluster cooperation
based coded delivery scheme and show the construction of
multicast messages based on the cache contents between any
two clusters. Then, we extend the cluster cooperation based
coded delivery scheme to the general situation and propose
the weighted graph based coded delivery scheme.

1) Cluster Cooperation Based Coded Delivery Scheme: In
Algorithm 1, each F-AP has coded packets of the N t most

Algorithm 1 Redundant MDS Based Coded Placement
Scheme

1: Initialize K, l, L, N t, (W1,W2, . . . ,Wn, . . . ,WN t ).
2: for n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N t} do
3: Split Wn into L fragments of equal size,
4: Use (K + l,L) MDS codes to encode the L fragments

into K + l coded packets
5: Wn,1,Wn,2, . . . ,Wn,K+l.
6: end for
7: for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} do
8: Zk = {W1,k,W2,k, . . . ,WN t,k}

9: end for

popular files, and the cache contents of the K F-APs are
different from each other. It is easy to see that if the requested
files are cached in F-APs, the cache contents of other clusters
are useful to the user served by the local cluster. Similarly,
the cache contents of the local cluster are also useful to the
users served by other clusters. The construction of multicast
messages based on the the homogeneity of cache contents
between two clusters is presented as follows.

Consider user i and user j, where 0 < i , j ≤ U. The
served clusters of user i and user j are Ci and C j, respectively.
The desirable files are file Wdi and file Wd j , respectively. If
di, d j ≤ N t, according to Algorithm 1, the cache contents of
file Wd j in cluster Ci are {Wd j,S ·(i−1)+1,Wd j,S ·(i−1)+2, . . . ,Wd j,S ·i}.
Similarly, the cache contents of file Wdi in cluster C j are
{Wdi,S ·( j−1)+1,Wdi,S ·( j−1)+2, . . . ,Wdi,S · j}. For s = 1, 2, . . . , S , mul-
ticast message Wdi,S ·( j−1)+s ⊕ Wd j,S ·(i−1)+s is useful to both Ci

and C j. Specifically, after receiving message Wdi,S ·( j−1)+s ⊕

Wd j,S ·(i−1)+s, F-AP S · (i − 1) + s in Ci is able to decode
Wdi,S ·( j−1)+s by using Wd j,S ·(i−1)+s stored in its own cache. Then,
user i can receive Wdi,S ·( j−1)+s through access link. Similarly,
user j can receive Wd j,S ·(i−1)+s. It is easy to see that at most S
multicast messages can be constructed.

The cluster cooperation based coded delivery scheme 5 is
presented in Algorithm 2. Assume that Ca ⊂ C is any subset
of C and na is the number of coded packets of the requested
file the user already has. When the S multicast messages are
enough to satisfy the requests, i.e. L−na ≤ S , the cloud server
transmits L− na of the S coded packets to satisfy the requests
of users served by the clusters in Ca. When the S multicast
messages are not enough to satisfy the requests, i.e., L−na > S ,

5If there exists a cluster that cannot be paired in Ca, the required coded
packets of the cluster are directly transmitted by the cloud server.
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Algorithm 2 Cluster Cooperation Based Coded Delivery
Scheme

Initialize Ca, d, S , L, na.
2: Randomly pair the clusters in Ca.

if L − na ≤ S then
4: nr = L − na.

else
6: nr = S .

end if
8: for {Ci,C j} ⊂ C

a do
Generate the index sets of F-APs in Ci and C j,

10: Ci : {S · (i − 1) + 1, S · (i − 1) + 2, . . . , S · i}
C j : {S · ( j − 1) + 1, S · ( j − 1) + 2, . . . , S · j}.

12: for s = 1, 2, . . . , nr do
Cloud server transmits Wd j,S ·(i−1)+s⊕Wdi,S ·( j−1)+s to

Ci and C j.
14: end for

while na + nr < L do
16: Cloud server separately transmits L−na−nr of the

K + l − na − nr coded packets of
Wn to Ci and C j.

18: end while
end for

the cloud server transmits the S multicast messages first, and
each user served by the clusters in Ca needs another L−na−S
coded packets to recover the desirable file. Since each caching
file is encoded into K + l coded packets with K + l ≥ L, there
are K + l − na − S distinct coded packets stored in the cloud
server. Then, the cloud server separately transmits L − na − S
of the remaining K + l− na − S coded packets to Ci and C j to
satisfy the requests of user i and user j, respectively.

By using the homogeneity of cache contents between t-
wo clusters, our proposed cluster cooperation based coded
delivery scheme can construct multicast messages for both
consistent (di = d j) and inconsistent requests (di , d j), which
is crucial for reducing the fronthaul load.

2) Weighted Graph Based Coded Delivery Scheme: In the
proposed cluster cooperation based coded delivery scheme, it
is easy to see that for a particular cluster, it only uses the cache
content of another cluster. In order to fully utilize the cache
contents of all F-APs, we take a graph theoretic perspective to
generalize the coded delivery scheme. To make the connection,
some graph theoretic notions are given here first. Let G(V,E)
be an undirected graph on the set of vertices V and edge
set E. The degree of a vertex v ∈ V is the number of edges
incident to vertex v, which is denoted by D(v). G(V,E) is said
to be a λ-regular graph if D(v) = λ for each v ∈ V, where
1 ≤ λ ≤ |V| − 1. Particularly, G(V,E) is a complete graph
when D(v) = |V| − 1, for each v ∈ V. For each edge e ∈ E,
there is a real number w(e) associated to the edge e, then the
real number w(e) is called the weight of edge e. We useW(G)
to represent the sum of all weights of graph G.

We now describe the connections between our system model
and graph theory. Let the clusters represent the vertices, and
the multicast opportunities between two clusters represent
the edges. According to the cluster cooperation based coded

delivery scheme, it is easy to see that if there exits an
edge between cluster Ci and cluster C j, at most S multicast
messages can be constructed. Let wi, j denote the weight of the
edge between cluster Ci and cluster C j. We define wi, j as the
number of multicast messages constructed for cluster Ci and
cluster C j, where wi, j is an integer and 0 ≤ wi, j = w j,i ≤ S . For
given Ca ⊂ C, there exits a set of vertices V = {Ci | ∀i ∈ Ca}

constructed by the clusters in Ca, where |V| = |Ca| = V .
In order to reduce the energy consumption of the cloud

server, the graph constructed by the clusters in Ca should have
the least number of edges. Besides, the sum of all weights of
edges of the graph should be minimized to reduce the fronthaul
load.

The objective of the proposed delivery scheme is to generate
a graph G∗ with the least number of edges and the smallest
W(G∗). The cloud sever transmits multicast messages accord-
ing to the edges of graph G∗, then all users served by clusters
in Ca can recover their desirable files.

Assume that V users already have na distinct coded packets.
For the case of na = L, D(v) = 0 for each v ∈ V is
optimal. Because na distinct coded packets are already enough
to recover the requested file, there is no need to construct any
more multicast messages. For the case of L− na ≥ (V − 1) · S ,
D(v) = V − 1 for each v ∈ V is the optimal. Under this
condition, G∗ is a complete graph with V ·(V−1)

2 edges and the
weight of each edge is S . Then all the contents cached at V ·S
F-APs are fully utilized. The remaining L − na − (V − 1) · S
distinct coded packets for each cluster in Ca will be transmitted
by the cloud server separately.

Focusing on the general case when 0 < L− na < (V − 1) · S ,
the coded delivery problem is equivalent to finding a graph G∗,
which has the least number of edges and satisfies D(v) ≥ γ
for each v ∈ V, where γ = d L−na

S e. Meanwhile, in order to
minimize the fronthaul load, we also need to minimize the
sum of weights of graph G∗, i.e.,W(G∗) should be minimized.

Theorem 1: The number of edges of graph G(V,E) is

E(G) =
|V|∑
v=1

D(v)/2.

Proof: The degree of a vertex is the number of edges
incident to the vertex. According to the definition of graph, an
edge connects two vertices. So the sum of all vertices’ degrees
is two times of the number of edges, i.e., the number of edges

of graph G(V,E) is
|V|∑
v=1

D(v)/2. This completes the proof.

Theorem 2: For a vertex set V with V vertices, if µ · V is
even, where µ is an integer and 1 ≤ µ ≤ V − 1, there exists a
µ-regular graph Gr with V vertices.

Proof: Please see Appendix A.
Corollary 1: For a vertex set V with V vertices, if µ · V is

even, where µ is an integer and 1 ≤ µ ≤ V−1, then a µ-regular
graph Gr with V vertices is the optimal graph, which has the
least number of edges and satisfies D(v) ≥ µ for any v ∈ V,
i.e., G∗ = Gr.

Proof: From the assumption above, the lower bound of
D(v) is µ. In order to generate a graph G∗ with the least number
of edges, we let D(v) = µ for any v ∈ V, i.e., G∗ is a µ−regular
graph. From Theorem 2, there exits a µ-regular graph under
such condition. This completes the proof.
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Corollary 2: For a vertex set V with V vertices, if µ · V is
odd, where µ is an integer and 1 ≤ µ ≤ V − 1, there exists
a sequence θ = (µ + 1, µ, . . . , µ) which can be graphic. The
graph generated by θ is the optimal graph, which has the least
number of edges and satisfies D(v) ≥ µ for any v ∈ V.

Proof: Please see Appendix B.

Now we describe the proposed weighted graph based coded
delivery scheme. Consider the case of 0 < L−na < (U −1) ·S .
The user needs another L − na distinct coded packets to
reconstruct their desirable files. Consider cluster Ci in Ca,
at least another γ clusters’ cache contents are needed to
reconstruct the desirable file. From the perspective of graph
theory, the lower bound of the degree of vertex Ci would be
γ. In order to guarantee that all users served by the clusters
in Ca can recover their desirable files, D(Ci) ≥ γ needs to
be satisfied for any i ∈ Ca. On one hand, when V · γ is
even, the graph generated by the sequence (γ, . . . , γ) is the
optimal graph according to Corollary 1. In this case, the
optimal graph G∗ is a γ−regular graph, and the upper bound
of the fronthual load consumed by the multicast messages is
S · E(G∗) · F

L = S · V ·γ
2 ·

F
L . On the other hand, when V · γ is

odd, the optimal graph G∗ can be generated from the sequence
(γ+1, γ, . . . , γ) according to Corollary 2, and the upper bound
of the fronthual load consumed by the multicast messages is
S · E(G∗) · F

L = S · V ·γ+1
2 · F

L .

Furthermore, in order to minimize the fronthaul load, we
should elaborately design the number of multicast messages
for each cluster pair, i.e., the weights of graph G∗ should be
elaborately designed. Then, the optimization problem can be
formulated as follows:

min
wi, j

1
2
·

V∑
i=1

V∑
j=1, j,i

wi, j (2)

s.t.
V∑

j=1, j,i

wi, j ≥ L − na, ∀i ∈ [1 : V] (2a)

V∑
j=2

I{w1, j>0} = ζ, (2b)

V∑
j=1, j,i

I{wi, j>0} = γ, ∀i ∈ [2 : V] (2c)

wi, j = w j,i, ∀i ∈ [1 : V], j ∈ [1 : V], j , i (2d)
wi, j ∈ [0 : S ], ∀i ∈ [1 : V], j ∈ [1 : V], j , i, (2e)

where [a : b] denotes the set of integers {a, a + 1, . . . , b} for
a ≤ b. In constraint (2b), ζ = γ + 1 when V · γ is odd and
ζ = γ when V · γ is even. Constraint (2a) guarantees that each
user can receive at least L − na coded packets to successfully
reconstruct their desirable files. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the degree of cluster C1 is γ+1 when V ·γ is odd.
Constraints (2a) and (2b) ensure that enough cluster pairs are
generated to provide sufficient multicast messages.

For given V and γ, the optimal graph G∗ can be generated
according to Corollary 1 and Corollary 2. For a given graph
G∗, constraints (5c) and (5d) are guaranteed. Then, Problem

Algorithm 3 Weighted Graph Based Coded Delivery Scheme
Initialize Ca, d, S , L, na.
if (|Ca| − 1) · S < (L − na) then

Generate a complete graph Gc from |Ca| vertices.
4: Let the weights of all edges of graph Gc be S .

Cloud sever sends multicast messages to the corre-
sponding cluster pairs according to

edges of graph Gc.
Cloud server separately sends the remaining L − na −

(|Ca| − 1) · S coded packets to each
8: cluster in Ca.

else
Let γ = d L−na

S e.
if |Ca| · γ mod 2 = 0 then

12: Generate a γ-regular graph G∗ from |Ca| vertices
from the degree sequence (γ, . . . , γ).

else
Generate a graph G∗ from |Ca| vertices from the

degree sequence (γ + 1, γ, . . . , γ).
end if

16: Solve Problem (3) with the given G∗.
Cloud sever sends multicast messages to the corre-

sponding cluster pairs according to the
edges of graph G∗.

end if

(2) can be transformed to the following equivalent form:

min
wi, j

1
2
·

V∑
i=1

V∑
j=1, j,i

wi, j (3)

s.t.
V∑

j=1, j,i

wi, j ≥ L − na, ∀i ∈ [1 : V] (3a)

wi, j = w j,i, ∀i ∈ [1 : V], j ∈ [1 : V], j , i (3b)
wi, j ∈ [0 : S ], ∀i ∈ [1 : V], j ∈ [1 : V], j , i. (3c)

Problem (3) is an integer programming problem and can be
solved by the mixed-integer linear programming package in
python or the existing optimization solvers such as intlinprog
in matlab.

Based on the cluster cooperation based coded delivery
scheme and the above analysis, we now propose the weighted
graph based coded delivery scheme, which futher explores the
opportunities to create multicast messages between clusters.
The detailed description of the proposed scheme is presented
in Algorithm 3.

In Algorithm 3, each local cluster (or user) in Ca needs
another L−na distinct coded packets to recover their desirable
files. For any cluster Ci in Ca, there are (|Ca| − 1) · S distinct
coded packets cached in the other clusters in Ca. If Ca has
enough coded packets of users’ requested files, i.e., (|Ca| −

1) · S ≥ L − na, an optimal weighted graph can be generated
based on all the clusters in Ca. The cloud server transmits the
corresponding multicast messages according to the edges of
the optimal weighted graph, then the requests served by the
clusters in Ca can be satisfied. The fronthaul load under such
an occasion is W(G∗) · F

L , where G∗ is the optimal weighted
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graph. However, if (|Ca| − 1) · S < (L− na), the cache contents
of Ca are not enough to satisfy the requests. In order to fully
utilize all the cache contents of Ca, a complete graph will
be generated based on all the clusters in Ca, and the weight
of each edge in the complete graph is S . The cloud server
will then transmit the remaining L − na − (|Ca| − 1) · S distinct
coded packets to each cluster in Ca separately. In this case, the
fronthaul load is |C

a |·(|Ca |−1)
2 · F·SL +|C

a|·[L−na−(|Ca|−1)·S ]· FL . Let
R(Ca, na) denote the fronthaul load consumed by the weighted
graph based coded delivery scheme, which can be formulated
as:

R(Ca, na) =
{ [ (|Ca |−1)·S

2 + (L − na − δ)
]
· |Ca| · F

L L − na > δ,

W(G∗) · F
L L − na ≤ δ,

(4)
where δ = (|Ca| − 1) · S .

We will now explain the proposed weighted graph delivery
scheme with two examples, which illustrate the cases where
V · γ is odd and V · γ is even, respectively.

Example 1: Consider the scenario in which five clusters are
formed by twenty F-APs as shown in Fig. 2. Each cluster
has 4 F-APs. The F-APs in Ci are indexed by {4 · (i − 1) +
1, . . . , 4 · i}, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 5. Assume that each file is split
into L = 14 fragments, which are encoded into 21 coded
packets. From Algorithm 1, the cache contents of Ci are
{Wn,4·(i−1)+1,Wn,4·(i−1)+2, . . . ,Wn,4·i}, where 1 ≤ n ≤ N t. Assume
that five users’ desirable files are all cached in the F-APs,
i.e., 1 ≤ di ≤ N t. During the delivery phase, the local cluster
can provide the corresponding user with 4 coded packets of
Wdi . Then each user needs another 10 distinct coded packets
to reconstruct the desirable file. According to Corollary 2, a
graph G∗ can be constructed as shown in Fig. 2 by viewing
the clusters as vertices and the multicast opportunities between
two clusters as edges. It is easy to see that the degree sequence
of G∗ is (4, 3, 3, 3, 3). Given graph G∗, we can obtain the
optimal weight of each edge of graph G∗ by solving Problem
(3). The weight of each edge is marked in Fig. 2. The coded-
multicast contents represented by the edges of G∗ are presented
in Table II. It is easy to see that the fronthual load of Fig. 2
is 25 · F

L . If traditional unicast scheme is utilized to satisfy all
the requests, a total of 50 unicast messages are required, and
the fronthaul load consumed by these messages is 50 · F

L .
Example 2: Consider the scenario in which four clusters

are formed by sixteen F-APs as shown in Fig. 3. Each
cluster has 4 F-APs and the F-APs in Ci are indexed by
{4 · (i − 1) + 1, . . . , 4 · i}, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. Assume that
each file is split into 16 fragments, which are encoded into
17 coded packets. From Algorithm 1, the cache contents of
Ci are {Wn,4·(i−1)+1,Wn,4·(i−1)+2, . . . ,Wn,4·i}, where 1 ≤ n ≤ N t.
Assume that the requested files of the four users are all cached
in the F-APs, i.e., 1 ≤ di ≤ N t. During the delivery phase,
the local cluster can provide the corresponding user with 4
coded packets of Wdi . Each user needs another 12 distinct
coded packets to reconstruct the desirable file. According to
Corollary 1, a 3-regular graph G∗ can be constructed as shown
in Fig. 3, and the degree sequence of G∗ is (3, 3, 3, 3). Given
graph G∗, the optimal weight of each edge of graph G∗ can
be obtained by solving Problem (3). The weight of each edge

User

Access Link F-AP Cache

Cluster

Cluster Pair

2

2

2

3

3

4 4

4
3

Fig. 2. Illustration of graph G∗ constructed by V = 5, γ = 3.

TABLE II. The coded-multicast contents represented by the
edges of G∗ in Fig. 2

Edges Coded-multicast contents
(C1,C2) Wd2,1 ⊕Wd1,5 Wd2,2 ⊕Wd1,6

(C1,C3) Wd3,1 ⊕Wd1,9 Wd3,2 ⊕Wd1,10

(C1,C4) Wd4,1 ⊕Wd1,13 Wd4,2 ⊕Wd1,14
Wd4,3 ⊕Wd1,15

(C1,C5) Wd5,1 ⊕Wd1,17 Wd5,2 ⊕Wd1,18
Wd5,3 ⊕Wd1,19

(C2,C3) Wd3,5 ⊕Wd2,9 Wd3,6 ⊕Wd2,10
Wd3,7 ⊕Wd2,11 Wd3,8 ⊕Wd2,12

(C2,C4) Wd5,5 ⊕Wd2,13 Wd5,6 ⊕Wd2,14
Wd5,7 ⊕Wd2,15 Wd5,8 ⊕Wd2,16

(C3,C5) Wd4,9 ⊕Wd3,17 Wd4,10 ⊕Wd3,18
Wd4,11 ⊕Wd3,19 Wd4,12 ⊕Wd3,20

(C4,C5) Wd5,13 ⊕Wd4,17 Wd5,14 ⊕Wd4,18
Wd5,15 ⊕Wd4,19

is marked in Fig. 3. The coded-multicast contents represented
by the edges of G∗ are presented in Table. III. It is easy to
see that the fronthual load of Fig. 3 is 24 · F

L , whereas the
traditional unicast scheme is 48 · F

L .

C. Joint MDS Codes and Weighted Graph Based Coded
Caching Policy

In this subsection, we focus on the case of S < L, where
a single cluster is not able to satisfy the request of its served
user. In order to fully utilize the multicast opportunities offered
by the l redundant coded packets and the cache contents
between any two clusters, the proposed policy is performed on
consistent requests and inconsistent requests independently.

1) Consistent Requests: Consider that Un ∈ U
c, Cn ∈ C

c.
Users in Un request the same file Wn. If Wn is not cached in
any F-AP, i.e., n > N t, the cloud server transmits a multicast
message Wn with F bits to the clusters in Cn. However, n ≤ N t

is the typical case, where the requested file is cached in all F-
APs. In this case, each user in Un can receive S coded packets
of file Wn from the local cluster. According to the property of
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Fig. 3. Illustration of graph G∗ constructed by V = 4, γ = 3.

TABLE III. The coded-multicast contents represented by the
edges of G∗ in Fig. 3

Edges Coded-multicast contents

(C1,C2) Wd2,1 ⊕Wd1,5 Wd2,2 ⊕Wd1,6
Wd2,3 ⊕Wd1,7 Wd2,4 ⊕Wd1,8

(C1,C3) Wd3,1 ⊕Wd1,9 Wd3,2 ⊕Wd1,10
Wd3,3 ⊕Wd1,11 Wd2,4 ⊕Wd1,8

(C1,C4) Wd4,1 ⊕Wd1,13 Wd4,2 ⊕Wd1,14
Wd4,3 ⊕Wd1,15 Wd4,4 ⊕Wd1,16

(C2,C3) Wd3,5 ⊕Wd2,9 Wd3,6 ⊕Wd2,10
Wd3,7 ⊕Wd2,11 Wd3,8 ⊕Wd2,12

(C2,C4) Wd4,5 ⊕Wd2,13 Wd4,6 ⊕Wd2,14
Wd4,7 ⊕Wd2,15 Wd4,8 ⊕Wd2,16

(C3,C4) Wd4,9 ⊕Wd3,13 Wd4,10 ⊕Wd3,14
Wd4,11 ⊕Wd3,15 Wd4,12 ⊕Wd3,16

MDS codes, another L−S distinct coded packets are needed to
recover file Wn. Note that there are K + l coded packets of file
Wn stored at the cloud server. Since there are |Cn| · S distinct
coded packets of file Wn cached in the F-APs of the clusters
in Cn, K + l − |Cn| · S coded packets of file Wn are stored
in the cloud server, which are different from all the coded
packets cached in the clusters in Cn. In other words, there are
K+ l−|Cn| ·S coded packets of file Wn which are useful for the
users in Un, and can be used to construct multicast messages.
On one hand, if these coded packets are enough to satisfy the
requests for file Wn, i.e., K+l−|Cn|·S ≥ L−S , the cloud server
transmits L− S out of the K + l− |Cn| · S coded packets to the
clusters in Cn. Then, the users in Un will have enough coded
packets to recover file Wn. The fronthaul load consumed by
the L − S coded packets is (L − S ) · F

L . On the other hand, if
K+ l− |Cn| ·S < L−S , these coded packets are not enough for
the users to recover file Wn. The cloud server transmits all the
K + l − |Cn| · S coded packets to the clusters in Cn first, then
the proposed weighted graph based coded caching scheme is
used to transmit the remaining coded packets. In this case, the
fronthaul load is (K+ l−|Cn| ·S ) · F

L +R(Cn,K+ l−|Cn| ·S +S ).
Let r(Cn) denote the fronthaul load consumed by satisfying

the consistent requests for file Wn, where n ≤ N t, which can
be formulated as:

r(Cn) =
{

(L − S ) · F
L L − S ≤ η

η · F
L + R(Cn, η + S ) L − S > η,

(5)

where η = K + l − |Cn| · S . The fronthaul load consumed by
satisfying all the consistent requests on cached files can be
further derived as:

Rc =

N t∑
n=1

I{Cn∈C
c} · r(Cn), (6)

where I{x} is the indicator function, I{x} = 1 when x is true;
otherwise I{x} = 0.

2) Inconsistent Requests: Consider Ui and Ci, the request-
ed files of users in Ui are all different. The cloud server di-
rectly transmits the uncoded files to the corresponding clusters
in Ci to satisfy all the inconsistent requests for uncached files.
The requests for cached files are satisfied similarly to the case
of consistent requests. Let CI = {Cn | Cn ∈ C

i, n ≤ N t}.
Specifically, each cluster in CI can provide its served user
with S distinct coded packets of the desirable file. Then,
users served by the clusters in CI would need another L − S
distinct coded packets to recover their desirable files, which
will be transmitted as described in Algorithm 3. Let Ri denote
the fronthaul load consumed by satisfying all the inconsistent
requests for cached files, which can be expressed as:

Ri = R(CI, S ). (7)

The detailed description of our proposed joint MDS codes
and weighted graph based coded caching policy is presented
in Algorithm 4.

D. Performance Analysis

According to the above discussions, we have derived the
expressions of the fronthaul load for both consistent requests
and inconsistent requests for cached files, which are given
in (6) and (7), respectively. If a user requests the uncached
file Wn, i.e., n > N t, then regardless of the category of Cn,
the cloud server only needs to transmit the whole file Wn

(size of F bits) to the clusters in Cn. The fronthaul load
consumed by satisfying the requests for uncached files is

therefore
N∑

n=Nt+1
I{|Cn |>0} · F.

The total fronthaul load R of the proposed JMWG policy
is composed of the fronthaul load consumed by satisfying
the consistent requests for cached files Rc, the fronthaul load
consumed by satisfying the inconsistent requests for cached
files Ri and the fronthaul load consumed by satisfying the
requests for uncached files:

R = Rc + Ri +

N∑
n=N t+1

I{|Cn |>0} · F

=

N t∑
n=1

I{Cn∈C
c} · r(Cn) + R(CI, S ) +

N∑
n=N t+1

I{|Cn |>0} · F,

(8)

where r(Cn) and R(CI, S ) are given in (5) and (4), respectively.
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According to (5) and (7), the values of Rc and Ri depend
on the values of R(Cn, η + S ) and R(CI, S ), respectively.
Furthermore, the values of R(Cn, η + S ) and R(CI, S ) are
dependent on (4). Specifically, in (4), for given V and γ,
W(G∗) is the optimization target of Problem (3). Since Prob-
lem (3) is an integer programming problem, it is hard to give
an exact expression for W(G∗). Howerver, for given V and
γ, the optimal graph G∗ can be generated from the degree
sequence (γ, γ, . . . , γ) or (γ+1, γ, . . . , γ), each with V elements,
according to Corollary 1 and Corollary 2. And the number of
edges of the corresponding graph is

E(G∗) =
{ V ·γ

2 (V · γ) mod 2 = 0
V ·γ+1

2 (V · γ) mod 2 = 1.

As mentioned previously, the range of the edge weight is 0 ≤
wi, j ≤ S , so the lower and upper bounds of W(G∗) are 0 and
E(G∗) · S , respectively.

Note that the lower bound of W(G∗) can be further
improved. Remind that W(G∗) represents the number of
multicast messages for satisfying all the users served by the
clusters in Ca. Since each user already has na coded packets
of the desirable file, for any cluster Ci in Ca, the user served

Algorithm 4 Joint MDS Codes and Weighted Graph Based
Coded Caching Policy

Placement phase: Execute Algorithm 1.
Delivery phase:
Initialize d, C, U, S L, l, N t.
Generate Uc, Ui, Cc, Ci.

5: for Cn ∈ C
c do

if n ≤ N t then
if L − S ≤ K + l − |Cn| · S then

Cloud server sends L− S out of K + l− |Cn| · S
coded packets of file Wn to the

clusters in Cn.
10: else

Cloud server sends K+l−|Cn| ·S coded packets
of file Wn to the clusters in Cn,

na = S + K + l − |Cn| · S , Ca = Cn,
Execute Algorithm 3.

end if
15: else

Cloud server transmits a multicast message Wn to
the clusters in Cn.

end if
end for
Ca = ∅.

20: for Cn ∈ C
i do

if n ≤ N t then
Ca = Ca ∪ Cn

else
Cloud server transmits file Wn to the cluster in Cn.

25: end if
end for
na = S
Execute Algorithm 3.

by cluster Ci needs another L − na distinct coded packets to
recover the desirable file. Consider that cluster Ci is also a
vertex in graph G∗, according to constraint (3a), the sum of
the weights of all edges containing the vertex should be equal
or greater than L − na. So the lower bound of W(G∗) can be
further improved as V ·(L−na)

2 .
Let Rlb(Ca, na) and Rub(Ca, na) denote the lower and up-

per bounds of R(Ca, na), respectively. Then Rlb(Ca, na) and
Rub(Ca, na) can be formulated as:

Rlb(Ca, na) =


[

(|Ca |−1)·S
2 + (L − na − δ)

]
· |Ca| · F

L L − na > δ
(L−na)·|Ca |

2 · F
L L − na ≤ δ,

(9)

Rub(Ca, na) =
{ [ (|Ca |−1)·S

2 + (L − na − δ)
]
· |Ca| · F

L L − na > δ

E(G∗) · S · F
L L − na ≤ δ,

(10)
where δ = (|Ca| − 1) · S .

Let rlb(Cn) and rub(Cn) denote the lower and upper bounds
of r(Cn), respectively. Based on (9) and (10), r(Cn) can be
formulated as:

rlb(Cn) =
{

(L − S ) · F
L L − S ≤ η

η · F
L + R

lb(Cn, η + S ) L − S > η,
(11)

rub(Cn) =
{

(L − S ) · F
L L − S ≤ η

η · F
L + R

ub(Cn, η + S ) L − S > η,
(12)

where η = K + l − |Cn| · S .
From the above analysis, we can now obtain the lower

bound Rlb and upper bound Rub of the overall fronthaul load
of the proposed JMWG policy:

Rlb =

N t∑
n=1

I{Cn∈C
c} · rlb(Cn)+Rlb(CI, S )+

N∑
n=N t+1

I{|Cn |>0} ·F, (13)

Rub =

N t∑
n=1

I{Cn∈C
c} ·rub(Cn)+Rub(CI, S )+

N∑
n=N t+1

I{|Cn |>0} ·F. (14)

By fully utilizing the property of MDS codes and the
cache contents between any two clusters, our proposed policy
can construct considerable multicast messages, leading to a
significant reduction in the overall fronthaul load.

E. Complexity Analysis

Problem (3) is an integer programming problem, which
has been proven to be NP-hard. If ignoring constraint (3a),
the number of combinations of weights is S E(G∗). Therefore,
the complexity of problem (3) in the worst case would be
O(S E(G∗)). Algorithm 4 needs |Cc| + 1 loops to satisfy all
requests and |Ci| loops to generate Ca for inconsistent requets.
So the worst complexity of Algorithm 4 is O((|Cc|+1)·S E(G∗)+

|Ci|). Although the complexity of the proposed algorithm
is exponential, Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 guarantee that
the optimal graph G∗ has the least number of edges, i.e.,
E(G∗) is minimized, which can greatly reduce the complexity.
According to Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, E (G∗) = V ·γ

2 (V ·γ is
even) or E (G∗) = V ·γ+1

2 (V ·γ is odd). Consider that V ·γ is odd.
Then, we have E (G∗) = V ·γ+1

2 =
|Ca |·γ+1

2 , where Ca is generated
according to line 11 or line 22 in Algorithm 4 and is related to
the number of clusters C. Due to the nonuniform popularity,
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the set of clusters C1 served for the most popular requests
should contain the maximum number of clusters, which results
in the maximum |Ca|. Generally, |Cn| is much less than C, and
so |Ca| is much less than C. Therefore, the time consumption
grows exponentially with C but the exponential term S E(G∗)

will be in an acceptable range if C is not very large.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the performance of the proposed joint
MDS codes and weighted graph based coded caching policy
(JMWG) is evaluated via simulations. In order to investigate
the performance of our proposed policy, we adopt traditional
MDS-based uncoded delivery policy (TMBU) and MCAT in
[37] as baselines. Furthermore, the lower bound (LB) and the
upper bound (UB) of the proposed JMWG policy are also
evaluated. The cache placement of all policies is performed
by Algorithm 1, and all users request files according to p as
given in (1). The parameters are set as follows: F = 1 Gb,
M = 20, N = 100, N t = 80, and U = C = 50.

In Fig. 4, we depict how the number of file fragments, i.e., L,
affects the fronthaul load of each policy with K = 300, l = 5,
and α = 0.5. As shown, the performance of JMWG is superior
to the other policies. Specifically, compared with TMBU
policy, the proposed JMWG policy can provide 44% savings
in the fronthaul load. It can be observed that the fronthaul
loads of all the three policies increase with the number of file
fragments. The reason is that with L increasing, the number
of coded packets needed to reconstruct the requested file also
increases, which means more messages will be transmitted via
the fronthaul link. It can also be observed that the fronthaul
load of all policies are the same when L < S . The reason
is that the local S clustered F-APs are able to provide their
served users with required cached L coded packets. Therefore,
the fronthaul load is only constituted by the transmission cost
of the requested but uncached files. It can also be observed
that when L is larger, the performance gaps of JMWG with the
other policies become larger, which reveals that our proposed
policy can construct more multicast messages than the other
policies. Furthermore, the performance gap between JMWG
and its LB is extremely small, which verifies that JMWG can
fully utilize the multicast opportunities among the clusters.

In Fig. 5, we show the effect of the number of F-APs, i.e.,
K, on the fronthaul load of each policy with L = 30, l = 5 and
α = 0.5. As shown, JMWG offers a better performance than
TMBU and MCAT. It can be observed that with K increasing,
the fronthaul loads of all policies decrease. The reason is
that the local cluster can provide its served user with more
coded packets. When K is larger, the number of F-AP in a
cluster, i.e., S , is larger, and the local cluster can provide more
coded packets. Then the number of coded packets transmitted
from the cloud server decreases, which results in the sightly
fluctuation in the performance of UB. It can also be observed
that the performance gap between JMWG and the other two
policies is very large across all K values. The result verified
that the proposed JMWG policy can construct considerable
multicast messages, which significantly reduces the fronthaul
load. Moreover, the better performance of its UB and the
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Fig. 4. Fronthaul load versus the number of file fragments L
with K = 300, l = 5.
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Fig. 5. Fronthaul load versus the number of F-APs K with
L = 30, l = 5.

smaller gap between JMWG and LB ensure the superiority of
the proposed coded caching policy in reducing the fronthaul
load.

In Fig. 6, we show the effect of the number of the redundant
coded packets, i.e., l, on the fronthaul load of each policy
with K = 300 and L = 310. Since the l redundant MDS
coded packets are meant to construct multicast messages for
consistent requests, we focus on cases with higher consistency
of requests by letting α = 1.5. As shown, JMWG outperforms
TMBU and MCAT in reducing the fronthaul load. It can be
observed that with l increasing, the fronthaul load of TMBU
remains as a constant. The reason is that TMBU cannot
construct multicast messages during the delivery phase. It can
also be observed that the fronthaul loads of MCAT and JMWG
decrease with increasing l. The reason is that the cloud server
can construct multicast messages for consistent requests based
on the l redundant coded packets, which greatly reduces the
fronthaul load. The performance gaps between JMWG, UB
and LB are decreasing with increasing l. This is due to the
fact that with l increasing, the number of multicast messages
constructed based on the l redundant coded packets also
increases, which leads to a smaller number of coded packets
transmitted by Algorithm 3. When l is large enough, consistent
requests are satisfied by the redundant coded packets without
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using Algorithm 3. Therefore, according to the performance
analysis in Section III-D, the performances of UB, LB and
JMWG become the same.

In Fig. 7, we show the effect of the number of the redundant
coded packets, i.e., l, on the fronthaul load of our proposed
JMWG policy with L = 200, K = 300 and different α values.
Note that α is the Zipf parameter which characterizes the
popularities of files in the library. It can be observed that the
fronthaul loads decrease with increasing l when α = 1.5 and
α = 3, whereas the fronthaul load with α = 0.5 remains as
a constant. The reason is that when α = 1.5 and α = 3, the
consistency of all users’ requests is high, i.e., there will be
multiple users requesting the same file under such occasions.
For file Wn, the number of users who request file Wn is |Cn|.
It is easy to see that the number of coded packets of file
Wn stored in the cloud server, which are different from the
coded packets cached in the |Cn| clusters is K+ l−S · |Cn|. For
given relative larger |Cn| (which is characterized by different α
values), K+l−S · |Cn| increases with l. Therefore, the proposed
JMWG policy can construct more multicast messages for
consistent requests when α = 1.5 and α = 3. On the contrary,
when α = 0.5, which means that the value of |Cn| is relatively
smaller, K − S · |Cn| distinct coded packets are already enough
for |Cn| users to recover file Wn, and the influence of l is

therefore weakened. It can also be observed that our proposed
JMWG policy performs better for α = 1.5 compared with
α = 3. The reason is that when α = 3, the consistency of
requests is higher, meaning that most of users request the same
file, i.e., |Cn|α=3 > |Cn|α=1.5, where |Cn|α=α0 is the number
of users requesting the same file Wn when α = α0. As a
consequence, K + l − S · |Cn|α=1.5 > K + l − S · |Cn|α=3, which
leads to the performance gap of the two cases.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a joint MDS codes and
weighted graph based coded caching policy for F-RANs. Our
proposed coded caching policy constructs multicast messages
for both consistent and inconsistent requests by using the
redundant coded packets and homogeneous cache contents
between clusters. The analytical results have shown that more
multicast messages can be constructed by the redundant coded
packets when the consistency of requests is relatively higher.
The simulation results have shown that the upper bound of
our proposed policy offers a better performance than the
other policies and the performance of our proposed policy is
extremely close to its lower bound.

Besides, there are some ideal assumptions in the system
model, which are expected to be generalized in our future
work. As for the situation of different request probability of
users, the file selection strategy in Algorithm 1 should be
elaborately designed to trade off between the local caching
gain and the global multicasting gain, which is currently an
open problem. As for the situation of distinct file size, different
files can be encoded by MDS codes with different code rates,
which keeps the multicasting packets with the same size.
As for the situation of distinct number of F-APs in clusters,
different numbers of packets are needed for different clusters
to recover files. For both of the two aforementioned cases, a
new method is needed to construct the optimal graph G∗ in
Algorithm 3, which will be an NP-hard problem with much
higher complexity.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

In order to prove Theorem 2, it is equivalent to proving the
following: given a sequence θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θv, . . . , θV ), where
θv = µ, 1 ≤ v ≤ V and 1 ≤ µ ≤ V − 1, prove that θ is graphic.

From [39], we know that for a given sequence θ =
(θ1, θ2, . . . , θv, . . . , θV ), θ is graphic if it satisfies the following
conditions:

C1.
V∑

i=1
θi is even;

C2.
v∑

i=1
θi ≤ v · (v − 1) +

V∑
i=v+1

min{v, θi} for 1 ≤ v ≤ V .

Since µ · V is even, C1 is already satisfied. To facilitate
analysis, we reformulate C2 as:

C2. v · (v − 1) +
V∑

i=v+1
min{v, θi} −

v∑
i=1
θi ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ v ≤ V .

Consider θv = µ for 1 ≤ v ≤ V , C2 can be transformed to

v ·(v−1)+
V∑

i=v+1
min{v, µ}−v ·µ ≥ 0, for 1 ≤ v ≤ V . When v ≤ µ,

C2 can be further transformed to v ·(v−1)+(V−v) ·v−v ·µ ≥ 0.
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Then we only need to prove that v · (v−1)+ (V−v) ·v−v ·µ ≥ 0
holds for 1 ≤ v ≤ V when v ≤ µ. As

v · (v − 1) + (V − v) · v − v · µ

= v2 − v + V · v − v2 − v · µ

= v · (V − µ − 1),
(15)

the sign of (15) is the same as the sign of V − µ − 1. Since
µ ≤ V − 1 holds, then V −µ− 1 ≥ 0 holds, i.e., C2 holds when
v ≤ µ.

Now consider the case of v > µ. C2 can be further
transformed to v · (v − 1) + (V − v) · µ − v · µ ≥ 0. Now we
only need to prove that v · (v− 1)+ (V − v) · µ− v · µ ≥ 0 holds
for 1 ≤ v ≤ V and v > µ. Since

v · (v − 1) + (V − v) · µ − v · µ

= v · (v − 1) + (V − 2 · v) · µ
> µ · (v − 1) + (V − 2 · v) · µ
= (V − v − 1) · µ,

(16)

it is easy to see that (V − v − 1) · µ ≥ 0, i.e., C2 holds when
1 ≤ v ≤ V − 1. Then we only need to prove that C2 also holds
for v = V . C2 can be transformed to v · (v−1)+ (V −v) ·µ−v ·µ
when v = V . Then, we have

v · (v − 1) + (V − v) · µ − v · µ

= V · (V − 1) + (V − V) · µ − V · µ

= V · (V − 1) − V · µ

= V · (V − 1 − µ).

(17)

From (15), we know that V − 1 − µ ≥ 0, i.e., C2 holds when
v = V .

C1 and C2 are hence both satisfied, i.e., θ is graphic. This
completes the proof.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF COROLLARY 2

We first prove that the sequence θ = (µ+1, µ, . . . , µ) can be
graphic, then we discuss the optimality of this construction.

We denote the sequence (µ−1, µ−1, . . . , µ−1) by θ′, where
θ′ is constructed by subtracting 1 from all elements of θ and
removing the first element of θ. From [39], we know that θ
can be graphic if and only if θ′ is graphic. It is easy to see
that (V − 1) · (µ − 1) is even. From Theorem 2, there exits
a (µ − 1)−regular graph with V − 1 vertices, i.e., θ′ can be
graphic. So the sequence θ = (µ + 1, µ, . . . , µ) can be graphic.

Now let us prove the optimality of this construction. In order
to minimize the number of edges, the optimal case is when we
let the degree of each vertex equals to the lower bound, i.e.,
θ∗ = (µ, µ, . . . , µ). However, since µ · V is odd, the sequence
(µ, µ, . . . , µ) can not be graphic [39]. It is easy to see that
µ · V + 1 is the closest even number to µ · V . So the graph G∗

constructed by the sequence θ = (µ+1, µ, . . . , µ) is optimal for
all graphs satisfying D(v) ≥ µ for 1 ≤ v ≤ V . This completes
the proof.
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